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Investors Avoid Emerging Private Real Estate Managers 

Emerging managers record lowest ever proportion of private real estate fundraising in 
2016, despite generating higher median net IRRs than established firms 

Emerging private real estate fund managers* are finding the fundraising environment increasingly difficult, despite 
posting higher median returns than their more experienced counterparts in every vintage year since 2004. Managers 
raising their first or second private real estate fund accounted for just over a quarter of funds closed in 2016, and just a 
tenth of the capital raised for the industry. This is a historic low, and continues a year-on-year decline from 2011, when 
emerging funds accounted for nearly half of fundraising activity. This comes despite emerging real estate fund 
managers typically posting returns than established firms. When looking at performance of real estate funds by 
vintage year, in every year since 2004 emerging funds have higher median net IRRs than established funds of the 
same vintage. 

For more information and analysis, see the full Emerging Managers in Real Estate Report here: 

https://www.preqin.com/docs/reports/Preqin-Special-Report-Emerging-Managers-in-Real-Estate-Managers-
May-2017.pdf 

Key Emerging Real Estate Manager Facts:   

 In 2016, emerging managers closed 72 real estate funds, raising $11bn. This is down from 121 emerging 

funds that secured $22bn in 2011. 

 Emerging managers accounted for just 10% of the aggregate real estate fundraising total in 2016, and 27% 

of funds closed. Both represent the lowest proportions recorded by Preqin. 

 The largest private real estate fund managed by an emerging firm, Kildare European Partners II, is targeting 

$2bn of investor capital, and is operating a Europe-focused debt strategy.  

 Investor appetite for first- or second-time firms has also declined; just 36% of investors would currently commit 

to funds operated by emerging managers, compared to 72% in 2009.  

 However, emerging real estate funds of each vintage year 2004 – 2014 have recorded higher median net 

IRRs than established funds of equivalent vintages. 

 This strong performance is associated with higher risk. While emerging funds have generated returns 70 

basis points above established firms, the standard deviation of net IRR is 43 basis points higher. 

 Emerging managers continue to launch new funds. There are 207 emerging vehicles on the road as of March 

2017, targeting $39bn of investor capital. This is up from 167 funds that were seeking $31bn a year ago. 

Andrew Moylan, Head of Real Estate Products: 
  
“The current market is extremely challenging for managers entering the private real estate sector. Many institutional 
investors are looking to reduce their roster of managers, and commit greater levels of capital to the largest, most 
experienced firms. Consequently, emerging managers have closed fewer funds each year since 2012. 
 
Many investors are not prepared to back emerging managers because of the additional uncertainty that comes with 
allocating capital to a firm without a track record, or which has a recently assembled team. However, it is clear that 
institutions which have the resources to conduct due diligence on newer firms have the potential to be rewarded, with 
emerging managers frequently outperforming their more experienced counterparts.” 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
*Emerging managers are defined here as firms raising their first or second private closed-end real estate vehicle. 

Preqin is the leading source of information for the alternative assets industry, providing insight and analysis gathered 

by its global teams of dedicated researchers. Founded in 2003, the company is a frequent source of intelligence used 

in the global financial press, through its online databases, regular publications and bespoke data requests.  

For more information, contact our dedicated press team at press@preqin.com or call (+44) 20 3207 0265. 
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